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fundamentals of Kalman filtering:
‣Numerical Techniques
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Course outline:
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a practical approach
‣Method of Least Squares
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presentation of the mathematical background required for working with Kalman filters; numerous examples to illustrate all important techniques
how to build a batch processing least squares filter using the original method developed by Gauss; illustration of various properties of the least
squares filter

‣Recursive Least Squares Filtering

how to make the batch processing least squares filter recursive; develop closed-form solutions for the variance reduction and truncation error
growth associated with different order filters

‣Polynomial Kalman Filters

showing the relationship between recursive least squares filtering and Kalman filtering; how to apply Kalman filtering and Riccati equations to
different real world problems with several examples

‣Kalman Filters in a Non Polynomial World
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how polynomial Kalman filters perform when they are mismatched to real world; how process noise can fix broken filters

‣Continuous Polynomial Kalman Filter

illustrating the relationship between continuous and discrete Kalman filters; examples of how continuous filters can be used to help understand
discrete filters through such concepts as transfer function and bandwidth

‣Extended Kalman Filtering

‣Drag and Falling Object
designing two different extended filters for this problem

‣Cannon Launched Projectile Tracking Problem
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how to apply extended Kalman filtering and Riccati equations to a practical nonlinear problem in tracking; showing what can go wrong with
several different design approaches and how to get designs to work; why choice of states can be important in a nonlinear filtering problem

‣Tracking a Sine Wave
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developing extended filters in the Cartesian and polar coordinate systems and comparing performance; showing why one must not always pay
attention to the academic literature; comparing extended and linear Kalman filters in terms of performance and robustness
developing three different extended Kalman filter formulations and comparing performance of each in terms of robustness

‣Satellite Navigation (Two-Dimensional GPS Examples)

determining receiver location based on range measurements to several satellites; showing how receiver location can be determined without
any filtering at all; how satellite spacing influences performance; illustration of filter performance for both stationary and moving receivers

‣Biases

filtering techniques for estimating biases in a satellite navigation problem; how adding extra satellite measurements helps alleviate bias problem

‣Linearized Kalman Filtering

develop equations for linearized Kalman filter and illustrate performance with examples; comparing performances and robustness of linearized
and extended Kalman filters

‣Miscellaneous Topics
detecting filter divergence in the real world and a practical illustration of inertial aiding
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